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Table 1. Objective performance of VTM6.0 over HM16-20.

Table 2. Overall CTC tool-off results for WAIP, 4-tap interpolation filtering and PDPC

In Table 1, we present the results obtained by VTM6.0 reference software for All-Intra configuration as compared with HM-
16.20 in accordance with the JVET Common Test Conditions (CTC) [20]. Although not only intra prediction tools contribute 
to coding efficiency improvement, which overall value is appr. 24% for luma component, this table demonstrates the superior 
compression performance of VVC for intra coding configuration. To analyze the impact of each intra prediction tools studied 
in this paper, a separate test for each evaluated tool.

The indiviudal tools, including WAIP, 4-tap interpolation filtering and PDPC are tested by using VTM6.0 reference software, 
and the results are shown in Table. 2

Tool:

BD-rate reduction, Y, U and V: -0.32% -0.37% -0.42% -0.45% -0.54% -0.57% -0.97% -0.14% -0.01%

Enc/dec time

WAIP 4-tap IF PDPC 

101% / 98% 102% / 103% 109% / 107%

Non-directional intra prediction

Directional intra-prediction

Versatile Video Coding also known by its abbreviation “VVC” is an emerging International standard that is being developed by the Joint Video Experts Team (JVET) of the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG). At the 10th JVET meeting in April 2018 after reviewing the 
responses to the Call for Proposals (CfP) [1] issued in October 2017, 13 Core Experiments (CEs) were established to study proposed techniques. Among these Core Experiments, CE3 devoted to intra prediction and mode coding was one of the most long-running (it has been closed only at the 16th JVET meeting in October 2019) and active in 
terms of the number of tools studied. The CE3 work resulted in adopting a set of new tools into the VVC specification draft text [2] and the VVC Test Model (VTM) [3]. In this paper, we provide an overview of some video coding techniques related to the activity of CE3.

The focus of our work is mainly on such intra-prediction tools that distinguish VVC from its predecessors (e.g., AVC/H.264 [4] and HEVC/H.265 [5]). It is worth noting that a part of VVC intra prediction tools such as Cross-component linear model (CCLM) prediction [6], Matrix-based Intra Prediction (MIP) [7], Intra Subpartition (ISP) 
coding mode [8], Multiple Reference Line (MRL) intra prediction [9] are thoroughly covered in already published works. Hence, these methods are out of the scope of this paper. Sections below describe directional and non-directional intra prediction modes designs, respectively.

One of the tendencies observable for VVC as a whole is higher accuracy of the tools still used in 
HEVC. It relates to the new coding structure, motion vector precision, and intra prediction where the 
number of directional modes available for a given block is extended up to 65 against 33 HEVC 
directions. In addition to accuracy increase, directional intra prediction is harmonized with the new 
coding structure that enables blocks of both square and rectangular shapes. 

Wide-angular intra prediction

One of the VVC tools heavily contributed to compression performance improvement is a flexible 
partitioning framework based on quad-tree (QT), binary (BT) [10] and ternary trees (TT) combined into 
multi-type tree (MTT) [11]. It can generate coding structure endowed with superior segmentation 
capabilities that provide high-precision object localization. In addition to blocks of square shape, this 
mechanism uses rectangular blocks that introduce asymmetry into reference sample distribution 
between top and left sides. If the subranges of directional modes assigned to each side cover the equal 
angles in the case of square blocks, the asymmetry caused by rectangular share requires these subranges 
to be adjusted according to the block aspect ratio (Fig. 1). More top-right prediction directions are 
allocated for it. Consequently, more bottom-left intra prediction modes are specified for blocks with 
height greater than width. Since the additional modes allocated along a longer side have an angle of 
greater than 45° relative to horizontal or vertical mode (subject to which of them is closer to the 
additional mode), this method is referred to as wide-angle intra prediction (WAIP) [12]. Fig. 2 
summarizes all the directions that can appear in blocks of different orientations and aspect ratios.
It is remarkable that introduction of WAIP modes does not cause any changes in the intra mode coding. 
WAIP modes are correspondingly mapped to the almost opposite directions (with a minor offset by one 
mode) [12]. In Fig. 1, modes with indices in the range [67, 72] are correspondingly signaled as mode 
indices in the range [2, 7] and shown in parenthesis. Mapping of a mode index out of the range enabled 
for intra mode coding to the complete range presented in Fig. 2 is invoked immediately before decoding 
process for intra prediction. It is worth noting that restricting the range of directional modes available in 
a block by collinear modes belonging to a counter-diagonal is a design intention. For rectangular 
blocks, one of these collinear modes is a WAIP integer-slope mode out of the following mode list: -14, 
-12, -10, -6, 72, 76, 78, 80 [13].
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Figure 1: Set of intra directions available in a 
horizontally oriented block with aspect ratio of 2:1

Figure 2: Extension of intra prediction 
directions up to 93 in total

Reference sample filtering
Experimental results

Similar to HEVC, intra prediction in VVC has 2 filtering mechanisms applied to reference samples, 
namely reference sample smoothing and interpolation filtering (see Fig. 3) [14]. Reference sample 
smoothing applied only to integer-slope modes in luma blocks modifies reference samples by using the 
finite impulse response filter [1, 2, 1]/4 that does not require multiplication operations and allows 
keeping the design of integer-slope modes simple as compared to fractional-slope ones, which use an 
interpolation filter. It is worth noting that such a design enables multiplication-free implementations of 
“lazy” encoders if among directional modes, only horizontal, vertical and integer-slope modes are 
checked. More detailed explanations on handling reference samples could be found in [15].
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Interpolation filter

Predicted sample
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The interpolation filter set includes 3 filters  
[16]. Two of them are applied to luma 
blocks: 
• 4-tap DCT-based interpolation filter 
(DCT-IF) that is identical to chroma DCT-
IF used for motion compensation in both 
HEVC and VVC [15];
• 4-tap smoothing interpolation filter 
(SIF) that is obtained by convolving linear 
filter with [1, 2, 1]/4 to be consistent with 
reference sample smoothing [16].

These two filters are switched based on the rules known as mode-dependent intra smoothing (MDIS) 
that are similar to the ones used in HEVC. The frequency responses of both filters are shown in Fig. 4. 
Chroma blocks are interpolated using conventional linear filter. None of these three filters changes 
reference samples. Note that the VVC design intention was to avoid two sequentially invoking 
reference sample smoothing and interpolation filtering that could result in a latency issue.

Figure 3: Reference sample smoothing and 
interpolation filtering

DC mode
Design of an intra prediction mode that is considered to be the least complicated has to be kept 
hardware-friendly for both square and rectangular blocks. In particular, division operation trivially 
implemented by right-shift operation only for square shape can be an issue in the case of rectangular 
shape. To skip this computationally complex operation, a couple of methods were proposed. Fig. 7 
illustrates the technique adopted into VVC [19]. This solution, on the one hand, provides the design 
consistent with HEVC and, on the other hand, naturally addresses the problem occurred in the case of 
rectangular blocks by calculated a DC value only along a longer side
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Figure 7: Calculation of a DC value for square and non-square  blocks

PDPC

Yet, as observed for intra prediction in AVC/H.264 and HEVC/H.265, both directional and non-
directional modes may introduce discontinuities along block boundaries [14]. To remedy this problem,
post-prediction filtering was applied to DC, horizontal and vertical modes [17]. In VVC, the number of 
cases that use post-prediction filtering was extended in two aspects. First, whereas only one column and 
row of intra-predictors are filtered in HEVC, propagation depth is increased and becomes dependent on 
block size (the larger block size, the deeper propagation). Second, this filter is applied to a wider subset 
of intra prediction modes (e.g., to modes -14..10, and 58..80) [17[18]. Thus, the post-prediction filter 
known as position-dependent prediction combination (PDPC) is a technique that suppresses 
discontinuities near a left and above boundaries within the predicted block as shown in Fig. 6. The 
following formula is used to update the predicted sample ),( yxp : 

)6)32),())()(64()()(ref)()((ref Clip1(),( TL  yxpywTxwLywTx,yxwLx,yyxp . 
However, some PDPC steps are mode-specific. In the case of horizontal or vertical modes, PDPC 
propagates a weighted value of gradient calculated as a difference between a top-left reference sample 
p(-1,-1) and p(x,-1) or p(-1,y) for horizontal or vertical modes, respectively. Thus, the equation to 
calculate the updated sample values for horizontal or vertical modes is as follows: 

6)32),(64][)R(-1,-1)-(R(x,-1)][)R(-1,-1)-y)(R(-1, Clip1(),(  yxpywTxwLyxp  

where R(x,y) denotes reference samples, ),( yxp  denotes predicted samples, Clip1() is a clipping function 
that prevents exceeding the sample range by an output value and is actually required only for these two 
modes. For other modes, the updated sample is a weighted sum of predicted sample and a reference 
sample. 
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Figure 4: Frequency responses of interpolation and reference filters used in VVC


